Abstract. In this paper, we describe the tool Gem-Mex, supporting Montages, a visual formalism for the speci cation of imperative object oriented programming languages.
Introduction Montages KP97 form a graphical notation for expressing the syntax and semantics of imperative and object oriented languages. Every syntactic construct has its meaning speci ed by a Montage, which consist of a diagram de ning graphically the control and data ow, and textually the semantic actions of the construct. The control-ow edges show h o w behavior of the construct is composed from the behavior of its components, and data-ow edges enable semantic actions to access the attributes of the construct's components.
The Montages formalism is tuned towards ease of writability, readability, maintenance, and reuse of speci cations. The hope is that, like Wirth's`syntax diagrams', a graphical notation may help in making formal language descriptions more accessible to the everyday user. It does not compete with existing compiler construction techniques which are designed for the exible speci cation of e cient translations.
The notation is supported by the Gem-Mex Graphical Editor for Montages and Montages EXecutable generator tool 1 which guides the user through the process of designing and specifying a language. In other words, Gem-Mex forms a meta environment to enter and maintain the description of a language. In addition, it generates a specialized programming environment which allows to analyze, execute, and animate programs of the speci ed language. The language designer can use the generated environment as a semantics inspection tool to test and validate design decisions. Later the programmer can use the same environment for debugging programs. Further, in some situations the generated interpreter may be directly used as implementation of the language. Since language-documentation is based on the Montages descriptions, and the language-environment is deduced from this descriptions, it is guaranteed that design, documentation, debugging-support and implementation of the language are always consistent. Typically, in a realistic scenario many v ersions of a language will evolve o ver time and a tool like Gem-Mex is useful to maintain them in a 1 The tool runs on Unix platforms and Windows NT; it is freely available at http: www.tik.ee.ethz.ch montages consistent w ay. The tool is currently used by di erent groups for both the speci cation of general purpose programming languages Pascal, Java, Smalltalk and the design of domain speci c languages KST98 .
The Montages Formalism consist of three parts 1. A canonical de nition of abstract syntax trees ASTs from EBNF rules. 2. A simple attribution mechanism for these ASTs:
decoration of ASTs with guarded control-ow edges, decoration the ASTs with data access-arrows reversed data-ow arrows, decoration the ASTs with dynamic-semantics-actions. The attribution rules are given by means of a formal visual language. The visual language relies heavily on the common intuition existing for the graphical notations control data ow graphs, nite state machines, and ow c harts. 3. A computational model based on the control data ow graphs which result from the attribution process. The attribution mechanism is based on standard techniques like attribute grammars WG84 and graph grammars REK97 .
The dynamic semantic actions are given with Abstract State Machine ASM rules Gur95 . ASMs are a state-based formalism in which a state is updated in discrete time steps. Unlike most state-based system, the state is given by an algebra, that is, a collection of functions and a set of objects. Both functions and sets may change their de nitions by means of state transitions which are red repeatedly. ASMs have been already used to give the dynamic semantics of full-scaled programming languages e.g. C, Occam, Java; see BH98 for a commented bibliography as well as for the systematic development of provably correct compilers ZG97 .
The computational model based on the control data ow graphs is formalized with an ASM. In this model control ows through the graph, enabling the semantic actions attributed to the nodes. These actions use the data arrows to access attributes of other nodes, and rede ne local attributes.
To summarize, a language speci cation consists of a collection of Montages, each specifying the meaning of one syntactic construct in the language. Such a Tool Architecture In the introduction we sketched how the user is guided by Gem-Mex through the process of designing and specifying a language using Montages. Fig. 1 
